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AK Entertainment is a specialized global contents company founded in 2005. We distribute Korean contents 
including documentary, drama, entertainment, animation and film to all over the world as well as well-made 
foreign contents to Korea. In addition, we started producing our own contents suitable for diverse media 
platforms from 2016.

Seeking : TV Channels, VOD/ OTT platforms, Distributors 

AK Entertainment Co., Ltd. 
Website. www.akent.co.kr

Add. #605, Ace Gasan Tower, 121, Digital-ro, Geumcheon-gu, Seoul, 08505, Korea

Tel. +82 (0)2 6332 0092 / Fax. +82 (0)2 782 1603 / E-mail. daisylee@akent.co.kr 

Issue Makers

Production Year _  2020

Eps × Min _  10 × 15, 2 × 60

Genre _  Drama 

Definition _  HD

Work-life drama which portray the life in 20s and 30s! 
Eun-hye used to be a top editor at No.1 magazine company, but magazines have disappeared because of the 
changes in print media to digital media. She decided to set up a startup magazine company, Issue Makers. Now it 
is an important time for Issue Makers. They get a chance to branch out to Vietnam! Following each one working at 
Issue Makers, it shows how they achieve goals including their relationships, friendship and love between them. 

Project Showreel
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King of Prison

Production Year _  2020

Eps × Min _  1 × 108

Genre _  Film 

Definition _  HD

The king of the prison who rules the wild and despicable!
"I'm sick of losing without fighting!“
Man-hee, imprisoned for being caught up in an accidental violent case, will be admitted to a violent room where 
the king of prison can be found. On the other hand, with Tae-soo, the opposition leader being admitted to the same 
prison, a group of people who are unhappy with the king gather one by one, and the gang members face a desperate 
crisis...

Let’s Get Home Cooking

Production Year _  2020

Eps × Min _  4 × 60

Genre _  Entertainment 

Definition _  4K UHD

Here comes the best recipe for “professional solo-diners”! 
Let’s Get Home Cooking is a cooking show that follows a famous comedian Jung Jong-chul and star chefs as they 
compete to create the easiest and simplest home meal. 
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No.1 5G Content creator, AVA Entertainment brings you to the world of the immersive media!   

AVA Entertainment Co.,Ltd. provides VR content planning, production, editing and publishing services as a 
No.1 VR company in Asia, as well as 4K broadcasting contents distribution, licensing and merchandising. 
As introduced into 5G era, we are even more active in a wide range of business fields and have built up 
international reputation and trust in the field of broadcasting and immersive media.

Seeking : Content buyer / Distributor / Sales agent / Channel / Platform

AVA Entertainment Co., Ltd. 
Website. www.360do.kr

Add. 1022, KGIT Bldg., 402, World Cup buk-ro, Mapo-gu, Seoul, 03925, Korea

Tel. +82 (0)70 4734 5201 / Fax. +82 (0)2 716 8806 / E-mail. hana_go@avaent.co.kr

Camping Busking

Production Year _  2018

Eps × Min _  8 × 30

Genre _  Entertainment 

Definition _  4K UHD

Camping with singers!
Let’s go to Camping with popular K-stars!
They are cooking, talking and finally Busking with audiences in Camping place. Let’s have fun with campfire and 
their beautiful voice. (featured by Noel, ONF, LABOUM, VICTON) 

Project Showreel
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Dubai, the City of BlockchainOH MY GIRL’s Miracle Expedition

Production Year _  2019

Eps × Min _  2 × 60

Genre _  Documentary 

Definition _  8K HDR

Production Year _  2017

Eps × Min _  9 × 20

Genre _  Entertainment 

Definition _  4K UHD

How Dubai, once a poor fishing village 50 years ago, has become a high-tech hub?
Dubai, one of the 7 emirates in the UAE, dreams of the world's first blockchain government. To be born as a smart 
city, Dubai is applying the 4th industrial technologies such as healthcare, logistics, and business to the entire city. In 
the Smart Era dominated by the Web, Dubai is booming with the 4th Industrial Revolution. We will explore the future 
strategies of South Korea by looking at the future cities currently unfolding in Dubai. (Production supported by the 
Korea Communications Development Fund of the Ministry of Science and ICT)

Observing the daily life of Oh MY Girl, famous K-pop girl group! 
You finally get to closely observe the daily life of Oh My Girl, the new rising Korean star! Hidden cameras are all over 
the place in their house and their "Miracle Expedition" have to search for hidden treasures. Then where is their final 
destination? Using the clues hidden in each room, they have to guess where their final destination will be. Overall, 
this program shows the daily life of the seven lovely and cute members, and reveals their new house.
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TV Chosun, launched on December 1, 2011, is a must carry general entertainment TV Channel based 
on cable, satellite and IPTV platforms in Korea. We produce, broadcast and distribute various genres 
of programs such as Korean drama series, entertainment and lifestyle (food, travel, health) shows, 
documentaries and news/current affairs, etc.
TV Chosun has 30 million subscribers nationwide in Korea, and is proud member of Chosun Media Group, 
one of the largest media conglomerates in Korea.
Coming from rich historical media background, TV Chosun is committed to establish its strong presence in 
delivering premium contents to our trusted viewers worldwide.

Seeking : Contents Acquisition 

Chosun Broadcasting Corp. 
Website. www.tvchosun.com

Add. 40, Sejong-daero 21-gil, Jung-gu, Seoul, 04519, Korea

Tel. +82 (0)2 2180 1205 / Fax. +82 (0)2 2180 1299 / E-mail. yongmin811@chosun.com

Hera, The Goddess of Revenge
Production Year _  2020

Eps × Min _  16 × 70

Genre _  Entertaining Revenge Romance 

Justice will prevail! Kang Hera, a former TV reporter and celebrity, sets up a website called ‘Hera, The Revenge 
Agency’ in order to punish people who are harassing others for his/her own pleasure and success.

Project Showreel
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Taste of Love S2Miss Trot
Production Year _  2019

Eps × Min _  16 × 90

Genre _  Entertainment Reality Show 

Production Year _  2019

Eps × Min _  10 × 120

Genre _  Entertainment, Music Audition Show 

What if you have a chance to date with someone who matches with your ideal girlfriend type for 100 days? 
Top celebrities who have been single are given the opportunity to start a new relationship. After meeting their 
matches for the first time, they plan for a date with their partners and in each date, the three couples find out about 
what they like and don't like and who he or she really is.

In Korea, more than 5,000 trot songs are released in a year. Trot music is beloved by everyone. It is easy to sing 
along and also easy to dance along. Female trot singers who want to be a next trot queen decided to participate in 
this unprecedented, the first trot singer's competition show, Miss Trot. Each stage the singers have to go through 
difficult singing missions and only one winner can have the opportunity to release her own trot album. Who will have 
the honor to become the next trot queen?
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CJ ENM, is Asia’s No. 1 general content company leading cultural trends by offering various media content 
and platform services. We provide the greatest enjoyment to our customers based on the spirit of Only One, 
which pursues outstanding quality, reliability, and the best value. We carry out various projects through 
cultural content. In addition, we strive to increase our global competitiveness and the growth potential 
of our future business by specialized organization and operation in order to secure expertise and core 
competence in each business segment.  

Seeking : Co-production, Broadcasting

CJ ENM Co., Ltd. 
Website. www.cjenm.com

Add. 66 Sangamsan-ro, Mapo-gu, Seoul  

Tel. +82 (0)2 371 6096 / Fax. +82 (0)2 371 9995 / E-mail. eunsoo.park1@cj.net

TALE OF THE NINE TAILED

Production Year _  2020

Eps × Min _  16 × 60

Genre _  Fantasy, Romance

Definition _  HD

A FEMALE PRODUCER TRACKS DOWN A LEGENDARY ‘NINE TAILED FOX’ WHO HAS BEEN LIVING AS A 
HUMAN BEING.
Ji-ah was the only survivor and the witness in the car accident when she was 9 years old. She has been saved by 
a mysterious man called Yeon, but the bodies of her parents were never found. 20 years later, Ji-ah becomes a TV 
producer of a documentary tracking down mysterious and unsolved cases. When she covers a case about a bus 
accident, she sees Yeon, unchanged. She finds out that he is a mythical nine tailed fox, and threatens him that she 
would tell the world about his identity. She finds out that there are mythical creatures in this world, and also that her 
parents are not actually dead.

Project Showreel
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BIRTHCARE CENTERSEARCH

Production Year _  2020

Eps × Min _  8 × 60

Genre _  Drama 

Definition _  HD

Production Year _  2020

Eps × Min _  10 × 60

Genre _  Thriller 

Definition _  HD

COMEDY ABOUT A WOMAN IN HER 40S ADJUSTING TO CHILDBIRTH IN THE BIRTHCARE CENTER.
Hyun-jin is a first female executive at the company she is working at, and also a pregnant woman. After the birth, 
everyone around her looks and cares only the body, but no one cares her. With all those sorrowful feelings, she 
moves to the birthcare center. She meets diverse people there, including the director of the center, and her roommate, 
who also gave birth to a child on the same day. Those people are the only people who understand she feelings after 
giving birth. The drama will follow the story and happenings in the birthcare center.

GOING ON A MISSION TO FIND AN UNIDENTIFIED CREATURE AT THE MOST MYSTERIOUS PLACE.
Two South Korean soldiers deployed in a guard post inside DMZ get missing. Only one of them has been found as 
a brutally bitten corpse, and his blood was infected with susceptible virus. Search team has been set up to find the 
missing soldier. Even before they can unwind from each other, they are put into search mission in the DMZ, and get 
shocked after encountering a mysterious human like creature dragging the body of the soldier inside the reed beds. 
Who or what is this unidentified creature, and why is it in the DMZ?
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It is based on the center of Hallyu Seoul and the center of Asian culture by building human resources with 
cultural experts who can most effectively manage the excavation, planning, production and investment 
of cultural contents ranging from films to dramas and concerts of Asian cultural industry company AENT. 
Content production and distribution are underway by producing global content based on Southeast 
Asia such as China and Thailand and operating a cooperative system with cultural industry-specialized 
institutions such as the Asia Culture Center and Gwangju Information, which boast the best commercial 
success and quality.

Companyaent 
Add. CGI Center No. 503 Songam-ro60 in Gwangju, Korea

Tel. +82 (0)62 652 6564 / Fax. +82 (0)62 652 6563 / E-mail. lhh1948@nate.com

Longing Heart
Production Year _  2018

Eps × Min _  10 × 45

Genre _  Drama 

Romance of the recovery of the first love “I risked my life to you twice” Do you have a moment that you sincerely 
want to go back? If I had confessed at that time, could we have been changed? If a chance is given that someone 
will respond to this desperate wish and change the past? Right here, there is a man who met his first love again at 
18 through a time slip. The man who had a chance to rewrite the history with his first love again continuously repeats 
himself. May the first love that begins again here last for a long while this time.. The story of a man who staked his 
life twice on his first love, the romance of the recovery of the first love begins now. Project Showreel
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Byun Jin Sub ConcertNANJANG
Production Year _  2019

Eps × Min _  1 × 120

Genre _  Documentary 

Production Year _  2018

Eps × Min _  ing × 60

Genre _  Documentary 

Byun Jin sub who has always performed with passion for more than 30 years under the title of "King of Ballads." 
From his early hits to his latest songs, ballads and dances, you can enjoy it at home.

All the emotions of the performance, the live music, the 100% purity live performance. 
The NAN JANG are TV programs that show live concerts. It mainly introduces indie band's music, and through a 
project to discover new singers called "Find hidden gems," it offers a chance to select a new team from the live music 
scene every month to promote music.
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Copus, we have been briskly carrying out a variety of businesses like planning programs and various 
events and providing content on Korean culture for a variety of media by connecting the biggest content 
company of Korea such as KBS Media, SBS Contents Hub, iMBC and CJ ENM and the leading drama and 
film productions in Asian territories. Since we made a contract with Japan to sell digital content for the first 
time in Korea in 2002, we have ranked as top content provider between Korea and Japan both in name 
and reality taking the lead in the Japanese market for transmission of the various Korean content until now.  

COPUS KOREA Co., Ltd. 
Website. http://eng.copus.co.kr

Add. 1102, 708, Yeongdong-daero, Gangnam-gu, Seoul. Korea

Tel. +82 (0)2 568 1317 / Fax. +82 (0)2 568 2422 / E-mail. primehkm@copus.co.kr

Meow, the Secret Boy

Production Year _  2020

Eps × Min _  12 × 70

Genre _  Fantasy, Romantic comedy

Definition _  HD

A graphic designer in her mid-twenties, Sol Ah harbours dreams of becoming a web-based comic author and has 
always had a love-hate relationship with cats.
But Sol Ah's life changes fast when she brings home a friendly feline. It turns out, however, that this is not any old cat. 
Named Hong Jo, he can take human form. Hong Jo becomes exceptionally fond of So Ah, and goes to great pains 
to hide his human identity from her.  He soon proves that he will do anything that is required in order to stay near 
her. Will Hong Jo manage to keep his identity a secret? And what could be in store for this remarkable feline-human 
duo as their relationship deepens?

Project Showreel
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Love is annoying, 
but I hate being lonely

Men are Men

Production Year _  2020

Eps × Min _  10 × 70

Genre _  Romance 

Definition _  HD

Production Year _  2020

Eps × Min _  16 × 70

Genre _  Romantic Comedy 

Definition _  HD

A story of young people residing at a co-living house. They do want to date, but they don't want to be serious. They 
prefer being free, but they also don't want to be lonely.
Cha Kang Woo is a single man in his 30's and he works as a psychiatrist. He is full of curiosity about human beings. 
Even though he is an attractive man, he is afraid of having a romantic relationship due to trauma from his past. A 
woman appears in front of him and he begins to have feelings for her.
Lee Na Eun is a freelancer copy editor. She is generous to good people, but she does not tolerate injustice. She 
hopes to become a novelist one day. Due to her situation, she has not had a boyfriend in 4 years. She begins to stay 
at the co-living house and develops romantic feelings.

This is a story of a woman who decided not to marry because of hurtful loves, a man who still loves her and wants to 
protect her for life, and a man who wants to correct his relationship with her in his past life through love. Could she 
keep a single life? You will just have to wait and see..
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DAEHAN MEDIAWORLD is the independent production and worldwide distribution in Korea dedicated to 
producing and representing groundbreaking television programs. As a leading program suppliers, we have 
provided high quality factual contents that can perform success around the world as well as in Korea. Our 
strong and competitive catalogue presents wildlife, nature, environment, current affairs, history, science, 
food and Asia issues. We will take viewers into documentary world where showcased in amazing details 
with spectacular cinematography and impressive storylines. Its current sale catalogue comprises over 
500hrs of the top quality and creative programming.

DAEHAN MEDIAWORLD 
Add. 110-402, Gangseo Hangang Xi 55, Yangcheon-ro 55-gil, Gangseo-gu, Seoul, 07528, Korea

Tel. +82 (0)2 3664 1279 / Fax. +82 (0)2 3664 1278

E-mail. info@daehanmediaworld.co.kr

Last Sea Nomads
Eps × Min _  1 × 52

Genre _  People 

There are still people floating around the sea on a tiny boat. They are not refugees. They are ‘Orang Bajau Rau’ living 
offshore Malaysia. Equipped with primitive hunting instinct and wisdom passed down from generations of life at sea, 
they live a simple and self-contained life. They are evidently the last ‘seafaring people’ on earth.
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The Honeybee Crisis
Eps × Min _  1 × 52

Genre _  environment  

The honey bee is the only insect that produces food eaten by humans. The species plays a more significant role in 
producing the fruits and vegetables that human require daily to stay alive. But The honey bee is declining as habitat 
loss and being at risk of extinction. They are exposed to viruses, disease, parasites, stress, and lack of access to 
food sources. This program investigates the mysterious disorder of honey bees with similar cases from different. 
Why are they dying and what can we do to halt their decline?
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Happy Dog TV is a linear PayTV and serve on various digital platforms(IPTV, Cable, Satellite, OTT)/
devices(SmartTV, Mobile, Tablet, PC) both in Korea and overseas. 

It is specially designed to provide healing and entertainment to dogs and cats alone at home by providing 
professionally tested programs. This channel features unique programs from around 60 breeds of dogs at 
play, healing with special sounds from nature/white noise and therapy music with High Frequency. 

The channel is not only a healing channel for dogs/cats but also people who get stressed, babies and 
seniors.

Seeking : TV channels, Platform operators, Licensing and Pet related businesses 

Happy Dog TV 
Website. www.happydogtv.com

Add. #1215 Magok-Centraltower II, 158, Magokseo-ro, Gangseo-gu, Seoul, 07788, Republic of Korea

Tel. +82 (0)2 780 9988 / Fax. +82 (0)2 780 1133 / E-mail. mgmhappydog@gmail.com

Happy Dog TV Original Content -
Amusement 

Production Year _  2018~2020

Eps × Min _  1,000 × 3

Genre _  PET 

Definition _  HD/4K available

“Amusement” programs are developed for dogs and cats’ emotional stability and to satisfy their curiosity, such as 
Frisbee, Popping the balloon and Tug-of-war game, based on ethology and other scientific researches/studies.

Project Showreel
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Entertainment Programs 
for Dog Lovers

Happy Dog TV Original Content -
Healing

Production Year _  2018~2020

Eps × Min _  Various (6 titles)

Genre _  Ent 

Definition _  HD

Production Year _  2018~2020

Eps × Min _  600 × 3

Genre _  PET 

Definition _  HD/4K available

Entertainment and Infotainment Programs for dog lovers. 
Happy Dog TV provides 6 titles on various topic : grooming, dating, training, adoption etc. for dog lovers.

"For the Love of Dog" (18 X 7') - Dog dating show
"Doggy Days" (18 X 7') – Living together but having different ideas, between dogs and guardians, Sitcom
"Dog-o-Pedia: How to make your dog happier" (13 X 10') - Dog Encyclopedia, 13 breeds of dogs
"Pet Grooming for beginners" (Basic(1x52’)+Beginner(1x70’)) – Grooming, Pet care
"Lifestyle of the Canine and Famous" (18 X 7') – Reality show
"You can have a dog, too" (10 X 30') – Program for dog Adoption and abandoned dog 

"Healing" programs are developed to calm down and to heal the dogs/cats when they left alone at home.  Accompanied 
by natural sounds and high frequency therapy music with scientifically proven effects, the healing programs provide 
relaxation and maximum comfort so that dogs and cats feel they are in their mothers’ arms.
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Founded in 2015, Hong Pictures is an independent production company that specializes in travel, human and 
nature documentaries. We plan to produce content mainly through international co-production.

Currently we have completed a documentary exploring the cultural value of children’s songs and are producing 
two nature documentaries about the Snow Leopard and Yak respectively. In addition, we are creating a travel 
documentary that explores the unknown and hidden nature of Korea and a film that tells the story of a Korean 
baseball director in Tibet.

We plan on utilizing emerging immersive technologies such as VR to help bring these compelling stories to life.

Seeking : Sales buyers, Co-production, Investor etc.  

HONG PICTURES 
Website. www.facebook.com/eh.hong.5/videos/1659477620901895

Add. 161-8, Magokjungang-ro, Gangseo-gu, Seoul, Korea C-510

Tel. +82 (0)10 4023 6358 / E-mail. 530eh@naver.com

Last Wildlife
Production Year _  2013~2020

Eps × Min _  2 × 50

Genre _  Documentary  

Climate change has serious ecological impacts on the Earth that transpire beyond its most visible features such 
as pollution and the coronavirus disease. These changes are now being felt in the “highlands”, which are known 
as the roofs of the world. Last Wildlife follows the leopard, the endangered prince of the plateau, and details their 
competition with nomadic people in China and Tajikistan as they are driven to climb the plateau in pursuit of livestock 
feed. Meanwhile, as these winds of change blow through the global ecosystem, the Korean leopard’s footsteps have 
disappeared forever.
I deeply think about the last wildlife on Earth.

Project Showreel
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The love on the mountain 
(Yak's Love )

Singing the childhood 
Production Year _  2020

Eps × Min _  1 × 60

Genre _  Documentary  

Production Year _  2019~2020

Eps × Min _  2 × 50

Genre _  Documentary  

Pictured above is a yak living on a plateau of about 5000m above sea level in the Qilian Mountains, China! It is a rare 
species that is first-class protected nationally. Every September, the wild yak herds start a “love war” on the Tibetan 
Plateau. The Love On The Mountain follows the story of a yak who loses this battle and must leave the herd to forge 
its path alone. This yak then encounters another who was raised by human hands at a nomadic home. What will be 
the fate of their love?

What songs do your children sing now?
Children’s songs were once the only games and educational guidelines for many generations, but these days I 
can hardly hear them on the street. Even in schools, nursery rhymes are said to be gradually withdrawn. For those 
modern people who now live dry lives, Singing the Childhood rediscovers the lost emotions of childhood and thaws 
frozen sensitivities by exploring children’s songs that are in danger of being forgotten in our contemporary society.
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iHQ is one of the largest entertainment and media companies in Korea. 

iHQ’s core business includes original content production, channel operations and talent management. 

iHQ accumulated production know-how’s by creating a number of dramas and unscripted TV shows. 

In the more recent years, iHQ has been striving to increase channel competitiveness by producing more 
original content for its own channels.

Seeking : Distributors, OTT Platform, TV Channels, Co-production 

iHQ Inc. 
Website. www.ihq.co.kr

Add. 501-8 Gangseo-ro, Gangseo-gu, Seoul, 07523, Korea

Tel. +82 (0)2 3660 3800 / Fax. +82 (0)2 3660 3792 / E-mail. yoanna@ihq.co.kr

Tasty Guys

Production Year _  2015 (on-going)

Eps × Min _  295 × 50

Genre _  Food, Comedy Unscripted

Definition _  HD

Innumerable name boards on the street and besides rampant inflexible reports concerning them... Gourmets may be 
possibly tired of such mess and they don't want to get used to them either. Obviously, we are eager for reliable tips 
in terms of how to eat well. Because it is very important to enjoy the real pleasure of eating in life. Then no worries, 
you can find out a cheerful guide from four plump comedians. They step out into the streets to point out hidden-taste. 
Not only sorting out nice dishes instinctively they bring nice ways of eating as well even in the case of flat ones.

Project Showreel
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Forest with PentagonNever-ending Neverland

Production Year _  2020

Eps × Min _  3 × 60

Genre _  Idol Variety, Reality, Music

Definition _  HD

Production Year _  2020

Eps × Min _  4 × 30

Genre _  Idol Variety, Reality

Definition _  HD

The sound of birds in the morning, the waterways shining in the sunshine, and the starlight lighting up the night sky. 
The forest makes your mind peaceful just by staying still.
Pentagon, which has been working hard on music for the past four years, has chosen to isolate itself in the forest to 
escape from reality and focus only on peace and purity of mind!
"Forest with Pentagon" is a reality program that allows you to observe all the aspects of Pentagon members from 
their personal to professional very closely.

"Save Neverland in Crisis!" Neverland, a land of fantasy where time stops and never loses youth! One day Neverland, 
the land of fantasy, was cursed by Captain Hook. This is (G)i-dle's Story to save Neverland. Will (G)i-dle solve six 
curses and go through the gates of eternity to protect Neverland?
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Intercon Media is a Korean company specialized on content distribution for broadcasting and film industry. 
We distribute drama series, web drama series, films, documentary, lifestyle and animations in HD/4K 
UHD and VR. We are specialized in Korean programs but we also distribute programs from other Asian 
countries as well. In partnership with local partners in USA and Japan, we do content service in North 
American and Japanese platforms with Asian programs. In Korea, we have launched over 200 feature films 
in Korean digital platforms.

- TV Content Distribution (Drama, web drama, documentary, travel, animation)
- Film Distribution
- Channel Distribution 

Seeking : Buyer (TV, OTT operator) for feature film, animation, drama, documentary 

Intercon Media 
Add. 24, Jungdaero, Songpa-ku, Seoul, Korea

Tel. +82 (0)70 8614 2977 

E-mail. sahoeh@hanmail.net, sahoeh@nate.com

When I woke up I became a bagel girl

Production Year _  2020

Eps × Min _  15 × 12

Genre _  animation 

Definition _  HD

Society struggles with the unemployment of young people that have no dreams or desires to work. People who are 
fine living and invisible life as NEET (not in education, employment or training). 
The main character Bong-gi is one of them, and struggles day to day. Is it truly society who are indifferent to them, 
or is it us? Then one day, Bong-gi wakes up as a beautiful charming woman and feels the changing attitude from 
others, and falls for Sae-mi, the woman who helps him learn how to live as a woman.

Project Showreel
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First LoveAfter Love

Production Year _  2020

Eps × Min _  1 × 108

Genre _  Feature film 

Definition _  HD

Production Year _  2020

Eps × Min _  1 × 107

Genre _  Feature film 

Definition _  HD

“We were all minors”
Left alone at the age of 17, Woomin, an adolescent boy, lives at a house with his father’s caregiver Sujung even after 
his father’s death. Woomin has stealthily loved Sujung who’s dumb. He finds out that Sujung is sick and hoping to 
protect her. However, he as a poor high school student can’t do anything as he has nothing. On a hot summer, just 
hot like his heart, he decides to enter into cruel world to protect her... 

Sung-jun, who closed his mind with wounded heart after failing to be a pilot which was his dream, meets Eun-hong in 
Beijing like a destiny. In fact, Eun-hong came to Beijing to forget his painful past and live new life. Sung-jun becomes 
falling in love with Eun-hong who always stand by him. On their anniversary they travel to Jeju Island and, and Sung-
fun faces memory of Eun-hng which he didn’t know..
As memory turns to love, every moment they’re together it becomes love!
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Jaye Entertainment Co., Ltd. focuses on the media image field including multimedia mainly among the many 
existing content business companies in Korea, so that the unreasonable elements arising from the existing 
content distribution transactions are treated as sound and reasonable It is a company that has led to the 
distribution stage. We understand the needs of content holders and content users precisely and provide content, 
and realize seamless content distribution services through direct and indirect investment. Based on the network 
and expertise of the existing media field, we have the ability to carry out reliable projects. 

Seeking :  TV, VOD, OTT 

Jaye Entertainment 
Website. www.jaye.co.kr

Add. #501, Junghwa B/D, Yeongdongdae-ro 708, Gangnam-gu, Seoul, Korea

Tel. +82 (0)2 567 4950 / Fax. +82 (0)2 543 4950 / E-mail. manager@jaye.co.kr

Café Kilimanjaro 

Production Year _  2020 

Eps × Min _  10 × 15

Genre _  Web-Series 

Definition _  HD

The joy of singing with the band "Leopard," which suddenly came to San-ha, who had never had "my favorite" in 
particular, became the first "dream" to be born.
Friends who had pledged to grow into a very famous band and make money began to follow their own lives after 
graduating from high school. The day when he accidentally got in touch with his bandmates, who were in a good 
mood after a long time in a while, was sharing memories! After a long time, friends gathered together and agreed to 
run for the last year for the dream that was buried deep in memory. He signed a contract with his bandmates to use 
the money they saved as a practice room with the ambition of singing for a year... By the way, a woman suddenly 
appears and tells them to leave the cafe immediately, saying she is the owner of the cafe and has never sold it or 
received money. He is very embarrassed because it was his first time lying to his father about getting a job at a small 
company. Where the hell did it go wrong?

Project Showreel
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Real trip Delicious 3 Gentlemen 
Let’s GO

Wish You

Production Year _  2019

Eps × Min _  12 × 30

Genre _  Variety Show 

Definition _  HD

Production Year _  2020 

Eps × Min _  8 × 10

Genre _  Web-Series 

Definition _  HD

The Korean Wave is sweeping the world. 
The wave that started with K-pop is spreading to a wide range of fields.
K-fashion! K-Beauty! K-product! AND K-Food!
The power of K-Food, which is creating a new craze with its popularity as much as Korean Wave stars. 
We’ve become curious. Where does K-food, which has captured the whole world come from?
We’ve decided to visit the hometown of ‘Korean Food’, which is not too much to say it’s another Korean wave and 
take a 2 hour trip from Seoul which is short but special.
Delicious Real Trip with Three Gentlemen!
Let's go with us!!

Your melody in my heart and us.
A drama about the dreams and love that bloom between a singer and an agency staff meet at a newcomer discovery 
project.
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[JTBC] Following its launch on December 1, 2011, JTBC hit the ground running, quickly rising to become 
the most innovative television channel in Korea. JTBC is refreshingly unique, setting itself apart from 
the others by delivering thorough and reliable news, and producing creative drama series and trendy 
entertainment shows.

[JTBC Studios] JTBC Studios, formerly known as JTBC Content Hub, is the first fully integrated studio in 
Korea that aims to open up new horizons in K-Content. JTBC Studios’ major businesses include scripted 
and non-scripted series, digital originals and film.

Seeking : Finished Contents / Format Buyers, Co-production Partnership

JTBC (JTBC Studios Co., Ltd.) 
Website. www.jtbcworldwide.com

Add. JTBC BLDG, 38 Sangamsan-ro, Mapo-gu, Seoul, Korea

Tel. +82 (0)2 2031 8464 / Fax. +82 (0)2 2031 8469 / E-mail. jtbcworldwide@jtbc.co.kr

Itaewon Class

Production Year _  2020

Eps × Min _  16 × 100

Genre _  Drama  

Definition _  HD

Itaewon Class tells the story of ex-convict Park Sae-roy (Park Seo-joon) whose life has been turned upside down 
after he gets expelled from school for punching a bully and his father is killed in an accident. Following his father's 
steps, he opens his bar-restaurant DanBam in Itaewon and, along with his manager and staff, strive towards success 
and reaching greater heights.

(Available on Netflix worldwide)Project Showreel
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Hidden Singer

Production Year _  2012-2020 (S1-6)

Eps × Min _  100 × 100

Genre _  Music Entertainment 

Definition _  HD

We call irreplaceable, inimitable talents ‘legends’. But who’s to say that impersonators can’t be ‘legendary’ at imitating 
their idols? In ‘Hidden Singer’, impersonators pour their hearts out to sound the most similar to their muse, except 
the catch is: the original legends are also singing right next to them. Can the impersonator out-sing the original? 
In each round, the Original Singer stands with Impersonators to sing the Original Singer’s hit song behind the curtain 
on a hidden stage. Each person takes a verse each, and afterwards the audience and the panel can decide who 
sounds most like an imposter at each round. In each round, the one who gets the most votes as an ‘impostor’ will be 
eliminated, and it could be the Original Singers themselves! If an impersonator gets voted as ‘real’ over the actual 
Original Singer, the winner will be awarded with prize money. If imitation is the highest form of flattery, then watch as 
Hidden Singer pays the ultimate homage to your favorite singers. 

Super Band

Production Year _  2019

Eps × Min _  14 × 100

Genre _  Music Competition 

Definition _  HD

Super Band invites genius indie musicians, from street singers to sensational cellists, to collaborate and create 
original harmonies together as a band. Once each individual musicians pass the preliminary rounds, the contestants 
will form a band of their choice and compete against each other in the battle rounds. After the losing team members 
are eliminated, the remaining contestants form a new set of bands for the next battle round. The final 4 bands head 
to the final live show for a chance to win 100 thousand dollars, release an album and embark on a world tour. 
At the end, one Super Band will win it all, but nobody knows how many will be in the band, or what genre of music 
they will play. As the musicians inspire and challenge each other to play at the top of their game, it’s the viewers that 
are the real winners as the musicians’ euphony graces the airwaves.
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KBS Media has been actively licensing international and domestic rights of contents,
distributing VOD contents, importing and dubbing foreign programs and carrying on various other businesses 
related to contents. KBS Media is continued to be the company representing Korea's content industry.
-  Distribution of KBS contents and original contents to more than 80 countries. Sales of broadcasting rights, new 

media rights and others
-  Production of prime-time drama series. Planning and acquiring rights of drama series. Developing original 

scripts. Co-production and investment in domestic and foreign TV contents 
- Movie adaptation of TV programs. Development, investment and distribution of films (including animated films) 
-  Music publishing. Digital music distribution. Production and investment in original sound tracks. Performance 

businesses (K-POP concerts and musicals). Merchandising and Licensing of drama series and variety shows. 
Planning, production and exporting of drama and K-POP star videos 

KBS Media 
Website. http://global.kbsmedia.co.kr

Add. KBSMedia Center, #45 Maebongsan-ro, Mapo-gu, Seoul, 03909, Republic of Korea

Tel. +82 (0)2 6939 8127 / Fax. +82 (0)2 6939 8139 / E-mail. ciy7235@kbsmedia.co.kr

Man in a veil

Production Year _  2020

Eps × Min _  100 × 40

Genre _  Drama 

Definition _  HD

Taepung gets into an accident while trying to save Yujeong. He injures his head badly, and has to live the rest of his 
life with the intelligence of a 7-year-old child. But the person he actually saved wasn't Yujeong. It was her twin sister, 
Yura. Then one day, Taepung's mother is arrested on suspicion of murder, and Yura disappears. Taepung also goes 
missing and everyone believes he is dead...
Meanwhile, Taepung miraculously survives and develops Savant syndrome. 5 years pass, and he returns as 
Prosecutor Yu Minhyeok, a man who is out to get revenge. Taepung discovers that his mother's hit-and-run case is 
linked to Yura and her fiancé, Seojun's family, SG Group. He becomes the head of the legal team at SG Group and 
is determined to revenge Yura and reveal the truth. But he feels guilty about having to use Yujeong to get revenge. 
And his feelings for Yujeong grow stronger day by day...

Project Showreel
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23.5Homemade Love Story

Production Year _  2020

Eps × Min _  4 × 50

Genre _  Documentary 

Definition _  UHD

Production Year _  2020

Eps × Min _  50 × 70

Genre _  Drama 

Definition _  HD

The 8 planets of the Solar System rotate and orbit around the Sun.
However, every planet has a different axial tilt. The blessing begins with this small difference.
Feel the Rhythm of the Earth!
The perfectly set tilt, neither too large nor small, gifts us with a miracle rhythm. In turn, the freezing Arctic and Antarctic, the 
equator’s hot winds conveying to all parts of the globe and deep cutting rivers, are where humans find their direction of 
civilization.
This series tackles the task of seeing, hearing and feeling the rhythm of the Earth, which was until now too big to be felt. A 
marvelous gift, 23.5 degrees.
The rhythm it produces is the energy of life and the compass of civilization.

The story of the various people gathering at a place called Sam-gwang Villa which is owned by Soon-jung. This 
series revolves around people who started off as stragners getting to open up their hearts and loving each other. 
The story delivers the message that no matter how tough the life gets, true love still exists in our relationships and 
will always be priceless. 
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King Content Co., Ltd. is one of the best distribution and production companies in Korea which works 
with media platforms around the world. We specialize in distributing Korean dramas, movies, K-Pop 
music concerts, entertainment programs, Chinese dramas on various platforms ranging from TV to IPTV, 
mobile, Internet, VOD, DVD in Asia. Moreover, we expand our business to co-produce documentaries and 
entertainment programs with global partners and hold K-Pop music concerts and celebrity overseas fan-
meeting.

Seeking : Content acquisition manager  

King content Co., Ltd. 
Add. 505 Youngnam Building, 314 Hakdong-ro, Gangnam-gu, Seoul, 06098, Korea

Tel. +82 (0)70 4120 1113

E-mail. nhalin@kingcontent.kr 

Fate and Furies 

Production Year _  2019

Eps × Min _  20 × 70

Genre _  Drama  

Definition _  HD

Shoe designer and shoemaker’s Dramatic Love story
The daughter of a poor shoemaker, Hae-ra! Because of her father’s death and her sister’s suicide attempt, she gives 
up her dream to be a shoe designer and works hard to pay for her comatose sister’s hospital bills everyday..
One day, she meets the son of shoemaking company, In-jun and she gets hired at his company as a designer and 
makes him fall in love with her. In-jun works hard to keep his mother’s shoemaking company from his half-brother 
and stepmother and he is also engaged to the daughter of a stockholder to be the successor. But Because of love, 
He chooses Haera, But he realizes that her love was fake and becomes leaves her. She finds out only later that her 
love for In-jun was true... 

Project Showreel
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Stained Glass - 
A Journey of Light and Sand

KING MAKER - 
The Change of Destiny

Production Year _  2018

Eps × Min _  1 × 60

Genre _   Documentary 

Definition _  UHD

Production Year _  2020

Eps × Min _  21 × 60

Genre _  Costume, Romance  

Definition _  HD

The most beautiful stained Glass around the world in UHD!
The birth of glass began with an accident. In the process of sand being created as a stainless glass, you can meet 
its historical significance and splendid heritage in a holy place. 
With the world's first UHD documentary, you can feel the colorful and visual beauty of best-stained Glass in the 
worldwide cathedral.
* Alhambra (Spain), Chartres Cathedral (France), Sagrada Família (Spain), St. Vitus Cathedral (Czech Republic), 
Sainte-Chapelle (France), etc.

The most dramatic and attractive king maker’s love and success story!
The last King of Joseon Dynasty, Gojong , his strict father Heungsun and daughter-in-law Myensung Empress, they 
fought for the throne fiercely. it 's about most attractive king maker, Choi chunjung and brave princess’s dramatic and 
mournful love story behind their fight for the throne.
How did he fall into the abyss of life and become a kingmaker?
What ‘ll happen to their love?
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Lian Contents is a professional content distributer in the entertainment industry Korean dramas, variety shows, movies, 
music and more are broadcast to stations and platforms all over the world. We have a wide overseas network which 
includes Taiwan, Hong Kong, Japan, China, Vietnam, Thailand, Malaysia, Singapore, Europe and the Americas. Lian 
manages distribution as well as overseas concerts showcasing Korean artists. We organize fan meetings, brand 
events and offline/local media promotions. In addition, we are participating in the co-production of dramas through 
drama IP planning, development and overseas original purchases, as well as expanding translation and subtitle work 
for overseas audiences. Our many years of experience has allowed us to establish a unique working practice which 
has aided us in creating a bond of trust with partner companies both domestically and abroad. With these powerful 
assets, we are proud to spread the best of Korean entertainment to the global community. 

Seeking : OTT platform, TV station, Distributor 

LIAN CONTENTS 
Website. www.liantv.com

Add. Woojin Bldg #303, 50, Apgujeong-ro 4gil, Gangnam-gu, Seoul, Korea

Tel. +82 (0)2 3448 5888 / E-mail. soul@liantv.com

The First Shot

Production Year _  2019

Eps × Min _  1 × 100

Genre _  Film 

Definition _  HD

Jo Dal-hwan plays Lee Ho-yeon, a salesman from a pharmaceutical company who is very people-shy. In spite of his 
many good things and advantage, he is always deprived his own to others. One day, he received a magic tie from 
ex-C.E.O who has success life. After that, he has confidence, and begin to be courageous in work and love.

Project Showreel
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MBC is a public broadcasting corporation. Its largest shareholder is a public organization, Foundation for Broadcast 
Culture. While it is owned by a public foundation, it operates on advertising. Established in 1961, MBC has grown into a 
media group with 16 local stations and 8 subsidiaries. MBC operates a total number of 18 channels including 1 terrestrial 
TV channel, 3 radio channels, 5 cable channels, 5 satellite channels and 4 DMB channels. 

MBC produces programs that inform, entertain and impress viewers. MBC makes efforts to communicate and respond 
to its audiences. Pursuing audience-first approaches, fairness, public interests and creativity, MBC aims to be the most 
competitive global media group in the 21st century. MBC’s content is well received not just in Korea but also in Asia and 
rest of the globe.

Seeking : Channel, Producer and Co-producer 

MBC (Munhwa Broadcasting Corp.) 
Website. http://aboutmbc.imbc.com

Add. 267 Seongam-ro, Mapo-gu, Seoul, 03925, Korea

Tel. +82 (0)2 789 3728 / Fax. +82 (0)2 782 5838 / E-mail. mydragons@mbc.co.kr

Project Showreel

KAIROS

Production Year _  2020

Eps × Min _  16 × 70

Genre _  Fantasy, Thriller

Definition _  HD

On the day of Yuil Constuction’s charity concert, the daughter of Seo-jin, the company’s youngest director, goes 
missing. Seo-jin tries to find his daughter, but even the police aren’t making much progress. Meanwhile, the chance 
of a heart transplant Ae-ri was looking forward to for her mother is lost. Ae-ri loses her phone and keeps calling her 
number. The phone is answered by Seo-jin, who is waiting for the abductor to call. Seo-jin sends the person that 
called a missing flyer of his daughter Da-bin. Right then, the abductor sends a part of Da-bin’s body to Seo-jin and 
his wife commits suicide from shock. Seo-jin is devastated after losing his family all at once, but he gets a message 
from Ae-ri. “I saw this girl”.
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MBC PLUS is a subsidiary of MBC, a multi-channel service provider that provides cable, satellite, IPTV, and 
N-screen services. Currently, MBC PLUS is a new media broadcasting company that operates 6 channels 
of MBC drama net (dramas), MBC everyone (entertainment), MBC M (digital contents), MBC sports , MBC 
ON(classic dramas) . In the meantime, we have created creative contents such as Weekly idol, Muhan 
Girls, and Show champion and have become a leader in sports broadcasting, including domestic major 
relay in the major leagues. MBC PLUS does not just stay in the broadcasting production business, but also 
pioneering new markets in various fields such as performances and events.

Seeking : Contents Buyer, co-production

MBC PLUS
Website. www.mbcplus.com

Add. 596, Hosu-ro, Ilsandong-gu, Goyang-si, Gyeonggi-do, Korea

Tel. +82 (0)31 995 0410 / E-mail. dy1004@mbcplus.com

Yacht Expedition
Production Year _  2020 

Eps × Min _  10 × 90

Genre _  Docutainment

An incredible adventure story of four men leaving for the Pacific Ocean!
Are you tired of social distancing? Take off your mask and join the expedition of four men leaving for the ocean. It 
will make you feel refreshed and stress-free. How will the Pacific Ocean treat them? Will it be friendly to them? Will 
it give them a hard time? Is this a documentary? Is this an entertainment program? These questions follow the four 
men heading for the boundless sea full of unexpected twists and turns. Will they ever be able to come back?

Project Showreel
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Yacht Expedition : The Beginning
(Yacht Expedition 2) 

Lonely Enough to Love
Production Year _  2020 

Eps × Min _  10 × 90

Genre _  Variety

Production Year _  2020 

Eps × Min _  10 × 60

Genre _  Romance Drama 

Do you think there is something special technique needed to sail a Yacht? You'll see! Let's just get on!
Sailing a yacht that everyone has dreamed of at least once in life time. Here are challengers who have brought the 
dreams into reality!
Beautiful sailing with real tutorial. Let's enjoy "the yacht expedition" from home in front of TV.
Bare-handed and bare-footed yacht voyage of joyful beginners!

“Romance is annoying, so I am just seeing someone.”
Young people living in the “Happy Together” co-living house are the ones who still want to go out with someone, 
but at the same time, feel free from burden of a serious relationship. They all want to enjoy freedom but hate to feel 
lonely. Each one has his/her splendid reason,and their romance stands idle. They do accept the harsh reality but 
never want to give up a feeling of romance thrill... So what?
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PlayOnCast Corp. is a leading company in the field of planning, production, and overseas distribution of 
competitive diversity contents such as VR-AR-4K-8K, UHD-4K(HDR)-8K, and new media platform's contents 
in various genres. It is a media and content specialist company that circulates our content to the video culture 
industry in the world. In addition to providing globalization solutions for TV broadcasting programs and media, we 
have been producing the world's best UHD-4K 'Future City-Chernobyl (HDR), The world's most exciting touring 
destinations and Classic linage-Piano forte' and differentiated programs. We are constantly playing a role as a 
platform and content partner to create and share. From now on, we have been doing in partnerships with content 
producers in the world on a premium global content creator network.

Seeking : TV, OTT buyers, Co-production Partners 

PlayOnCast Corp. 
Website. www.playoncast.com

Add. 14F., 416, Hangang-daero, Jung-gu, Seoul, Korea

Tel. +82 (0)70 4367 3730~2 / Fax. +82 (0)2 6937 1212 / E-mail. feelgood@playoncast.com

Future City, Chernobyl

Production Year _  2019

Eps × Min _  1 × 60

Genre _  Documentary 

Definition _  UHD 4K

What happens to nature after a nuclear accident? And how does wildlife deal with the world it inherits after human 
inhabitants have fled?
In 1986 a nuclear meltdown at the infamous Chernobyl power plant in present-day Ukraine left miles of land in 
radioactive ruins. Residents living in areas most contaminated by the disaster were evacuated and relocated by 
government order, and a no-man’s land of our own making was left to its own devices. In the ensuing many many 
years, forests, marshes, fields and rivers reclaimed the land, reversing the effects of hundreds of years of human 
development. And surprisingly, this exclusion zone, or dead zone has become a kind of post-nuclear Eden, populated 
by beaver and bison, horses and birds, fish and falcons - and ruled by wolves. Let's watch the awesomeness sights!

Project Showreel
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Counting Mx. GYEClassical Lineage, Piano Forte

Production Year _  2019

Eps × Min _  10 × 30

Genre _  Drama 

Definition _  UHD 4K

Production Year _  2019

Eps × Min _  1 × 60

Genre _  Documentary 

Definition _  UHD 4K

Due to a painful memory that she had in the past, Sook-Ja Gye, developed the habit of converting everything into 
numbers to make decisions. Many attractive men approach her, these interactions conflict with her data-based 
routines and analysis. As her rigidly structured life changes, her mind also starts to change.

In this program, many Korean pianists, for example, Dong-Hyek Lim and Seong Jin Cho, who had won the prestigious 
international Frederic Chopin piano competition in Warsaw, participate in the meaningful journey to rediscover the 
historic musicians such as Chopin and Ignacy Jan Paderewski. They are from the modern generation of classical 
music who can provide new interpretations of the old master’s ideas, music style, and his passionate ethos. Let’s 
take a look at the awesome world for classic-piano music beyond time and space.
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“Making the world brighter by offering a wider perspective on tomorrow” is SBS’s vision.

We are striving to enrich our viewers’ lives and make our society cheerful and healthy. 

Based on the values of fidelity, creativity, diversity and practicality, 

we will leap into a world-class media group, together with our outstanding talent at SBS Media Group.

Seeking : TV Channel, Platform, Co-Production

SBS 
Website. global.sbs.co.kr

Add. 161 Mokdongseo-ro, Yangcheon-gu, Seoul, Korea

Tel. +82 (0)2 2001 0721 / Fax. +82 (0)2 2001 0798 / E-mail. sbschglobal@sbs.co.kr

Alice

Production Year _  2020

Eps × Min _  16 × 70

Genre _  Drama 

Definition _  HD

It is the year 2037, and a time traveling product can now be sold to everyday consumers. Anyone can relive their past 
experiences through time traveling. Those who lost their parents or children can now meet them again. To make this 
happen, Alice is created in Seoul in 2036. 
Alice is both an airport to use in one’s first steps into the future as well as a hotel exclusively for time travelers. A 
hotel staff is hired to aid with these secret travels. One of the staff roles is a guide. The guides will both protect and 
keep an eye on time travelers. This is because some will go back in time not from feelings of longing, but to seek 
revenge on their past wrongdoers. 
This drama takes place in 2037, one year after Alice opens.

Project Showreel
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Master in the HouseDo you like Brahms?

Production Year _  2018~2020

Eps × Min _  On Air × 90

Genre _  Variety 

Definition _  HD

Production Year _  2020

Eps × Min _  16 × 70

Genre _  Drama 

Definition _  HD

When their lives shine the brightest, the youth end up with so many questions! What if they get a ‘life mentor’ during the 
most confusing times of their lives?
Hidden behind the Master’s unrivaled success is his unrivaled lifestyle.
These young stars with many questions about life learn life lessons as they live with the Master while taking on his lifestyle!
What will these young celebrities realize after spending a day with the legendary Master who lives in a one of a kind way?

Brahms and Schumann, also Clara The most famous love story in the history of classical music.
Recognizing the talents of a young composer named Brahms, Schumann and Clara introduced him to the world and treated 
him like their apprentice and friend. Brahms fell in love with Clara, while Clara treated him with only respect and friendship. 
Then Schumann, who had been suffering from his psychological disorder and depression, tried to commit suicide... Two 
years later, Schumann died, and for the next 40 years, Brahms remained by Clara’s side.
Jun-yeong says he does not like Brahms. He mostly plays Schumann’s songs because he wants to live like him, who was 
loved by Clara all his life. Will Jun-yeong ever be able to play Brahms?
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WHYNOT Media is the frontrunner in the short-form web series industry in South Korea. We have successfully 
pioneered the market well-suited for Generation Z, and accumulated 900 million views on YouTube and Facebook. 
Since the establishment in 2016, 66 titles were produced, 'Best Mistake', 'Secret Crushes' being some of the 
most popular originals. As a web-series production house based in South Korea, we have been receiving a lot of 
global interest from countries such as Japan, Indonesia, and Thailand. 

We specialize in unscripted high school/college romance and scripted office romance among workers in 20s, and 
unscripted shows with celebs and influencers. Our main audience ranges from teens to those in late 20s. For 
more information, please check our YouTube and Facebook channels (@KOK TV, @KIK TV).

Seeking : Buyer, Co-production, OTT platform, TV network

WHYNOT MEDIA 
Website. http://whynot.video/

Add.  Seah Tower 14Fl. Yanghwa-ro 45, Mapo-gu, Seoul / Tel. +82 (0)70 7500 1072 

E-mail.  nelly@whynot.video, andini@whynot.video, kho@whynot.video, tksa@whynot.video 

SINGLE&READY TO MINGLE
Production Year _  2020 

Eps × Min _  8 × 13

Genre _  Comedy, Romance

Joo-yi and Yeon-seo graduated from the same girls’ middle and high school. 
Now, they are accepted in women’s university.

Yeon-seo has a hard time when she meets a guy and Joo-yi gets nervous whenever she meets a guy.
One day, they move into a dormitory and end up living with three guys.
How can Joo-yi and Yeon-seo adapt to this new life?
Can these two single girls start their romance life?

Project Showreel
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A production company does its utmost to depict the tales of nature, Earth environment, human on screen 
Wildtale handles varying genre such as documentaries, TV series, and animations. The company always 
think nature and environment as the first priority. - Retaining professional production personnel (Producer, 
Director, Cameraman)  as the nation’s unique nature documentary production firm with 23 years’ experience.

Seeking : Co-production, investor 

Wildtale Co., Ltd. 
Website. www.wildtale.net

Add. 7th, 31, Maebongsan-ro, Mapo-gu, Seoul, Republic of Korea

Tel. +82 (0)10 2753 8954 / E-mail. Wader1@naver.com

AI, identify and chase the Lion

Production Year _  2021

Eps × Min _  4 × 52

Genre _  Documentary 

Definition _  UHD

We will use an AI Tracking camera and autonomous vehicle to track the process of an independent male lion taking 
over the pride.
Fusing artificial intelligence face recognition and tracking systems, biometric cameras will recognize the lion’s face 
and body and remotely control the car to track the lion’s night world.
It will capture the violent war that unfolds at night in Africa, recording the night world in vivid colors with the ISO409600 
video shot by AI.
By combining artificial intelligence (AI) with wildlife documentaries, it will be shaped into a format that can be applied 
to leopards, hyenas, cheetahs, lycaons, etc. to produce further episodes.

Project Showreel
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Play with animals!

Production Year _  2021

Eps × Min _  20 × 7

Genre _  Ani-edu 

Definition _  UHD

This content will allow children to enjoy playing games with countless wild animals. While having fun, you can learn 
about how animals live in the wild and about the importance of life. 
Through simple touch, children can learn what each animal looks like and what they feed on interactively. 
Using AR characters, this educational content has been tailored for children aged between 3 to 7 years old so that 
they can learn about a variety of animals in the wild. 
Production Direction: AR Character + 2D + Interactive Game
Production standard: 7 minutes and more than 20 episodes
Main target: 3-7 years old 
(Sub-target: parents with preschool children)
Representative wild animals from around the world
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Yoon & Company Inc. is a multimedia entertainment company, producing and licensing TV drama series, 
variety shows and library content upto 250 titles with an active international distribution. We are expanding 
our networks through various businesses and mature and immature markets that needs development. 
Yoon & Company Inc. is constantly discovering and supporting talented artists, working with writers and 
producers for developing creative items to flourish the business in the pop culture and arts industry.

Yoon & Company Inc. is currently developing and remaking Japanese drama series, co-producing drama 
with Taiwan starring Korean man and Taiwanese woman aiming to broadcast in 2021 and preparing short 
form series, web drama, (”Bubble Up”- in production). Also, active international sales in more than 250 
titles of library content, drama, web drama, variety shows, kids content. 

Seeking : Broadcasting Company, Sales Agency 

Yoon & Company Inc. 
Website. www.yoonncompany.com

Add. #1206, DMC R&D Center, 37 Maebongsan-ro, Mapo-gu, Seoul, Korea

Tel. +82 (0)2 3152 8600 / Fax. +82 (0)2 3152 8601 / E-mail. ziyoon@yoonncompany.com

Casting a Spell To You

Production Year _  2019

Eps × Min _  16 × 70

Genre _  Romance, Drama 

Definition _  HD

Jiwoo, a young, rich, and handsome man suddenly becomes a loser with no penny after failing to inherit his 
grandfather's wealth. Jung-hee is a hardworking girl who has a dream of studying in France. Her light of Hope gets 
shattered when she is scammed by her friend who fled off with her money to study abroad. The two people from 
opposite worlds meet at a 'Siesta' Bar working together and they fall in love without realizing it.

Project Showreel
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Genome RomanceTasty Love

Production Year _  2019

Eps × Min _  8 × 16

Genre _  Romantic Comedy, Web drama 

Definition _  HD

Production Year _  2020 

Eps × Min _  16 × 8

Genre _  Romantic Comedy, Web drama 

Definition _  HD

The romance of a woman Jang Heung-Mi, who faints every time she kisses, and Wan Jeon, a man with a secret 
about his body which was caused by a genetic experiment by his grandfather. They accidently fall onto one another 
and Heung-Mi finds herself normal even when she kisses him. Are the two destined to be together?

Opposites attract. A dynamic meeting of a girl who cannot live without tasty food and a guy who doesn't care what 
he eats. Ma is a workaholic director of a TV show who strives to succeed but his reality does not let that happen 
which makes him burn-out. For him, food is simply an energy source. This flips around when he meets Yeon Du, an 
enthusiast about tasty food. She opens Ma's eyes on the dynamic world of food.
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Young&Contents Co.,Ltd is producing and distributing Korean broadcasting contents to worldwide. 

Y&C’s CEO, Lee Hyo-young had worked for KBS Media for more than 26 years as a head of Global Marketing 
Department. After having worked as a CEO for Hunus Entertainment which is a drama production & management 
company for 2 years, then He established his own company. During his working for KBS Media, He was one of the 
most distinguished contributors to the export of Korean contents that led the distribution of numerous dramas such as 
"Winter Sonata," "Full House," and "Boys Over Flowers" to global markets. Currently, He runs Y&C, a global distributor 
specializing in Korean wave contents, and is responsible for the spread of Korean wave contents to worldwide.

Y&C is now distributing some brand-new dramas <Summer Guys>, <I’m Ulsan Big Baby>, <Mojito-Casting a Spell to 
you>, <TOP MANAGEMENT>, <Oh My Captain!>, <At The Moment>, etc. And Y&C is also selling Korean IPs(Format 
or Remake Rights) to other countries and doing advertising business like PPL for broadcasting programs.

YOUNG&CONTENTS Co., Ltd. 
Website. www.youngcontents.com

Add. #3F Yukyung B/D, 61 Yangpyeong-ro, Yeongdeungpo-gu, Seoul, Korea

Tel. +82 (0)10 3749 5573 / Fax. +82 (0)50 4177 5573 / E-mail. Lhy8818@naver.com

I’m Ulsan Big Baby

Production Year _  2019

Eps × Min _  10 × 10

Genre _  Web Drama 

Definition _  HD

Kang Bo-ram, Ulsan's eldest baby, is a public relations ambassador and tourism team official in Ulsan.
She is enthusiastic about any works who spent a lot of time to be a public servant. However, he sometimes gets confused 
due to her excessive passion and nagging personality, and she receives a warning from her boss every time.
This web drama is a romantic comedy based on the song "Ulsan Big Agi". In this age of dapo generation, we want 
to give new hope and enthusiasm to the young people who are struggling, and the values of life, to those who have 
given up their dreams because of their repetitive lives.Project Showreel
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MojitoGreen in My Heart

Production Year _  2020

Eps × Min _  16 × 60

Genre _  Drama Series(Romantic Comedy)

Definition _  HD

Production Year _  2019

Eps × Min _  6 × 10

Genre _  Web Drama 

Definition _  HD

Choi Ji-woo, a chaebol 3-year-old who has been traveling abroad with his money, Thanks to her father who was 
excluded from heritage inheritance, she came back to Korea with her inflated heart ahead of her inheritance. But he 
became a penniless person finally. A girl who has stolen her mother's 30 million won savings and went to Seoul to 
study in France. After 6 months in the end of a hard life and a hard part time job, she won 20 million more  to hand 
over to a friend, but she loses all of his money in the morning 
Ji-woo finally got one of the shabby buildings left behind, the final legacy of his grandfather. He decided to have a 
cocktail bar there that he wanted to have in Finland. But there is a problem. Having anxiety that makes you nervous 
at night. (In fact, he has traumas for darkness and night with some kind of accident in the past)
So he opens the bar at a day long. He open up the day shop. 
Variety of cocktails, colors, tastes, degrees and even four different people unfolds a fragile romance.

It's a comedy romance web series, about a man and a woman who've been friends for a long time. They don't know 
the feelings they have for each other and they meet at a filming location as a director and an actor. There's one 
distinct characteristic about this web drama.
Nothing in this world is for granted. No love, no nature. How to realize the importance of nature and relationships 
through this web drama, And I want to talk about eco-friendly activities that protect nature.
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